Results of a comprehensive numerical study of the beam-beam effect in the Tevatron are presented including the dependence of the luminosity lifetime on the tunes, chromaticity and optics errors. These results help to understand the antiproton emittance blow-up routinely observed in the Tevatron after the beams are brought into collision. To predict a long term luminosity evolution, the diffusion rates are increased to represent long operation time (-day) by using a small number of simulated turns. To justify this approach, a special simulation study of interplay between nonlinear beam-beam resonances and diffusion has been conducted. A number of ways to mitigate the beambeam effects are discussed, such as increasing bunch spacing, separation between the beams and beam-beam compensation with electron lenses.
INTRODUCTION
In contrary to the electron-positron colliders there is no damping in hadron colliders. As the result, during the store time an effect of beam-beam interaction on the emittance growth needs to be minimized and made small relative to other diffusion mechanisms such as the intra-beam scattering (IBS), scattering on the residual gas, and diffusion due to RF phase noise. We will call these the extrinsic diffusion to distinguish from the diffusion excited by beam-beam effects. For the present Tevatron parameters the extrinsic diffusion sets the luminosity lifetime to be about 10 hours at the beginning of the store. IBS dominates both transverse and longitudinal diffusions in the case of protons while its relative effect is significantly smaller for antiprotons because of -5 times smaller intensity. The external noise plays important role in particle dynamics: it provides particle transport in the regions of phase space which are free from resonance islands.
To make this transport faster we can artificially increase the noise level assuming that its effect scales as noise power multiplied by number of turns. If we choose it so that the noise alone gives 10% emittance growth in 106 turns (we use this level as the reference) then this number of turns of simulation will correspond to -5 h of time in the Tevatron.
To verify this approach we studied the effect of the noise level on luminosity using reconstructed optics. Fig. 1 presents results of the tune scan along the main diagonal with the reference noise level and without noise. The effect of noise on luminosity corresponds to its level with exception for the point Qy = 0.575 where it was larger due to some cooperation with strong 5th order resonances.
To study this cooperation in more detail we performed tracking at this working point with different noise levels. Fig.2 shows the luminosity reduction in 2. 106 turns (diamonds) and a fit made using just 3 points, with relative noise level 0.5, 1 We also demonstrated that scallops can be reduced by moving the working point farther from 5th order resonance.
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applicablity of this rule at the reference noise level testifies that (with the chosen number of turns) no such "blank spaces" were left so we get a more reliable predictions.
RESULTS
In this section we review some of the simulation results.
Optics Errors
In the simulations we used 3 majour Tevatron optics modifications:
* "design" optics with ideal parameters of the main Interaction Points (IP), zero coupling. .asily imple-
